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A BOUND-TWO ISOMORPHISM BETWEEN

C(X) BANACH SPACES

H. B. COHEN

ABSTRACT.   Nonhomeomorphic compact Hausdorff spaces  X   and  Y

and an isomorphism <j>:  C(X) -> C(Y) (onto) are constructed such that

||c/>|| \4>~  || = 2.   Amir had asked if such a  d>  exists with || <t>\\ ||cf>     || <

3.

1.   Introduction.   In 1965, D. Amir [l] showed that if C(X)  and C(Y)

admit an (onto) isomorphism cp whose bound ||<£|| \cp~   ||   is less than 2, then

X and  Y  are homeomorphic.   Here  X and  Y are compact Hausdorff spaces

and  C(X), C(Y)  are the sup-norm Banach spaces of real-valued continuous

functions on  X  and   Y, respectively.   In the same paper he constructed non-

homeomorphic  X  and   Y and an isomorphism cp:   C(X) —> C(Y)  with bound

exactly 3.   Amir posed the problem of determining whether or not an isomor-

phism can exist for nonhomeomorphic  X  and   Y with  ||0|| \\cp~   || < 3.   See

also [5, p. 155].   The purpose of this paper is to exhibit such an example,

with ||0||||^-1|| = 2.

We note that a similar problem was settled by Camburn for the larger

class of sup-norm Banach spaces  CQ(T)  of complex valued continuous
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functions vanishing at infinity on the locally compact Hausdorff space  T.

If CAT)  and  CAS)  admit an isomorphism whose bound is less than 2, then

S  and  T  ate homeomorphic [2], and there exists an isomorphism 0:   CAT)—►

C(S)  whose bound is exactly 2 with  T  not compact and  S compact [3].

Amir's original problem, for X  and   Y both compact, has persisted, however,

with Gordon's results [4] suggesting that  X  and   y must be homeomorphic

for  101110-'HO.
The example below was discovered in the process of deducing topolog-

ical relationships between X and Y in the presence of an isomorphism cf>  sat-

isfying  ||011 II0-   || < 2.   These results, including a new approach to Amir's

theorem, involve the second duals  C(X)      and  C(Y)     , and will be published

elsewhere.

2.   The example.   Let /= [0, ll   and a, a, b, b, c, c, d, d eight homeo-

morphisms whose domain is  /.   Let A, B, C, D be four arbitrary compact

Hausdorff spaces with distinguished points  P ., PR< Pc, PD, respectively.

Assume these 12 spaces  aYl], aYl], ¿>[/l, • • • , A, B, C, D ate pairwise disjoint.

Define y as the disjoint union of aYl], bYl], c[l], d[f], A, B, C, D with

the following identifications: a(0) = b(0), c(0) = o\0), a(l) = PA, b(l) = Pß,

c(l) = Pc, a\D = PD.

Define  X to be the disjoint union of aYl], b[l], c[¡], dYl], A, B, C, D

with the identifications:   ä(0) = c(0), b(0) = d(0), a~{l) = PA, b(l) = Pß,

c(l) = Pc, and ri(l) = Pp.   For suitable choices of  A, B, C and D, X and

y are not homeomorphic; e.g., if A   and  C  ate circles and  B  and D single-

tons.   Define  0:   C(X) -> C(Y)  as follows.   Let / £ C(X).

0(/)U(z)) = (1 + t)f(a(t)) - (1 - t)f(d(t)\

0(/)U(z)) = (1 - t)f(ä(t)) + (1 + t)f(d(t)),

cf>{f){b{t)) = -(1 + t)f(b(t)) + (1 - t)f(c{t)),

0(/)(c(z)) = (1 - t)f{b{t)) + (1 + t)f{c{t)),     0 < Z < 1,

0(/)U) = 2/U)       if z £ A U C U D,

= - 2f{z)    it z £ B.

On each of the eight spaces  aYl], bYl], c[l], a\ï], A, B, C  and  D, 0(/)  is

continuous and cp(f)  is consistent with the identifications which define   y

from these spaces.   Therefore, 0(/) £ C(Y), and 0  is well defined.   Clearly,

0  is linear and  ||0|| = 2.

Define ft : C(Y) -* C(X)  as follows.   Let   g e C(Y)  and
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Dit)

ftig){a(t))

ftig)id{t))

ftig){bit))

ftig)icit))

ftig)iv)

The function ftig)  is well defined and continuous; therefore, if/ is defined

and, evidently, linear.   Since  2/D(z) = 1/(1 + Z2) < 1,   ||0|| = 1.

It can be checked that 0  and if/  ate mutually inverse transformations.
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(l + z)2 + (l-z)2=2(l + z2),

+ -gUW) + (-^~Mt)),
Dit)

_U-_z)

Dit)

il + t)

giait))

Dit)

1 + t

Dit)
gidit)),

g{b{t)) + {±-^g{c{t)),
Dit) Dit)

= {-^gib{t)) + {^gic{t)),     0 < Í < 1.
Dit) Dit)

= Vigiv)      if v e A U C U D,

= -l/2g{v)    it v £ B.


